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Fractal superlattices consist of a series of thin layers of two semiconductor materials alternately
deposited on each other with widths corresponding to the rules of construction of a fractal set. The
scattering of electrons in superlattices is obtained using the transfer matrix method for generalized
Cantor fractal potentials that are characterized by a lacunarity parameter. The numerical results
show the self-similarity of the reflection coefficient and the appearance of lacunarity-independent
energies with perfectly transparent tunneling due to the bound states of the particle in each of the
individual potential wells. © 2006 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Heterostructures are composite semiconductor structures
consisting of two or more layers of different materials depos-
ited alternately on each other.1 Current technology allows the
fabrication of devices consisting of several ultrathin layers
which are as thin as one monoatomic layer. Each layer is
grown on the previous one reproducing its crystallographic
structure, that is, epitaxially, by techniques such as molecular
beam epitaxy or metalorganic chemical vapor deposition.2,3

Quantum effects play a major role in determining the
physical properties of these nanostructured devices, usually
referred to as quantum well heterostructures, because the
electron mean free paths are usually longer than the layers’
thickness. Depending on the number of alternating layers,
these devices are single-, double-, or multiple-well hetero-
structures, where the latter are usually called superlattices.
The first fabricated superlattices were crystalline and peri-
odic. It is now possible to build nonperiodic superlattices
that are based on amorphous semiconductors.4 The double-
well heterostructures in semiconductor diode lasers are in the
majority of compact disc players, laser printers, and fiber
optic communication links.5 Additional applications are
found in Refs. 2 and 3.

In the absence of an external electric field, semiconductor
superlattices may be considered to be a quasi-one-
dimensional system of rectangular quantum wells separated
by potential barriers. A standard quantum mechanics analysis
of the ballistic transport of electrons through one-
dimensional potential wells can describe these devices to a
good approximation. To extend the standard solution for the
scattering by a quantum well to multiple wells, a transfer
matrix method involving the straightforward multiplication
of 2�2 matrices has been developed.6–10 In this paper this
method is applied to quasiperiodic superlattices.11

The fabrication of these structures is the result of the it-

erative application of a deterministic set of rules. Their
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physical properties are between those of stochastic and per-
fectly periodic superlattices. We will concentrate on fractal
superlattices based on generalized Cantor sets.12

Fractals are geometric objects that are homogeneous and
self-similar and describe naturally occurring fragmented and
irregular structures.13,14 Fractal geometry has been identified
in many areas such as biology, medicine, electric circuits,
geomorphology, fracture theory, and even stock markets.15

Mathematical fractals are self-similar structures obtained by
performing a basic operation �a generator� on a given geo-
metrical object �the initiator� and repeating this process on
multiple levels of detail; at each level an object composed of
subunits is created that resembles the structure of the whole
object. Mathematically, this property holds on all scales, but
in the real world, there are necessarily lower and upper
boundaries over which such self-similar behavior applies.

Fractal superlattices based on generalized Cantor sets have
been fabricated and measured by x-ray diffraction
techniques.12 These superlattices have been grown by alter-
nating layers of amorphous germanium and amorphous sili-
con deposited on a silicon substrate such that their layer dis-
tribution along the growth axis is identical to the distribution
of segments and gaps in a finite order approximation to a
Cantor set.

Section II summarizes the transfer matrix method for
quantum scattering by piecewise constant potentials. Section
III presents the mathematical definition of generalized Can-
tor sets, their parameters, and the limits imposed on them. In
Sec. IV several concepts of the physics of fractal superlat-
tices are briefly reviewed. The main result of this paper is
presented in Sec. V, where the reflection coefficient for the
tunneling of quantum particles on Cantor superlattices is nu-
merically evaluated. The last section is devoted to the main
conclusions, suggestions for the use of the results of this
paper in a pedagogical context, and topics for further re-

search.
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II. THE TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD

The scattering of particles by one-dimensional potential
wells is governed by the time-independent Schrödinger equa-
tion

−
�2

2m

�2��x�
�2x

+ V�x���x� = E��x� , �1�

where ��x�, m, and E are the particle wave function, mass
and energy, respectively, � is Planck’s constant, and V�x�
describes a distribution of potential wells. From here on V�x�
will be assumed to be a piecewise constant function with N
potential wells. We take V� and d� to be the potential depth
and width, respectively, in well �, with �=1,2 , . . . ,N. The
boundary potential values are designated as V0 and VN+1 for
completeness.

The solution of the scattering problem by a piecewise con-
stant potential may be obtained by the transfer matrix
method6–10,16 as follows. Let us start with the simplest set-
ting. Figure 1�a� shows the scattering at interface � between
two successive values of the piecewise potential, whose po-
sition, without loss of generality, has been taken as x=0. As
shown in Fig. 1�a�, the wave function �� in the region where
the constant potential has a value V� is the sum of two plane
waves, ���x�=��

+�x�+��
−�x�, given by

��
±�x� = A�

±e±ik�x, k� =
1

�
�2m�E − V�� , �2�

where i=�−1, �k� is the local particle momentum, and A�
±

are integration constants to be determined by requiring the
continuity of both the wave function and its derivative at the
interfaces between successive wells,

��−1�x = 0� = ���x = 0�, A�−1
+ + A�−1

− = A�
+ + A�

− , �3a�

��−1� �x = 0� = ����x = 0� ,
�3b�

k�−1A�−1
+ − k�−1A�−1

− = k�A�
+ − k�A�

− ,

where the prime denotes differentiation. These conditions
may be written as a 2�2 linear system of equations given by

� 1 1

k�−1 − k�−1
��A�−1

+

A�−1
− � = � 1 1

k� − k�
��A�

+

A�
− � , �4�

which can be expressed in matrix notation as

�A�−1
+

A− � = D�−1
−1 D��A�

+

A− � , �5a�

Fig. 1. Notation for the wave functions for �a� scattering with interface � of
the piecewise constant potential among the values V�−1 and V� and �b� the
propagation through each constant potential V�.
�−1 �
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D� = � 1 1

k� − k�
� . �5b�

The matrix D�−1
−1 D� is the wave scattering matrix.

Figure 1�b� shows that the plane wave function, after
crossing interface �, propagates through the constant poten-
tial V� until the next step at the distance d�. We use the
notation in Fig. 1�b� and write the propagating wavefunction
as

�̃�
± = A�

±e±ik�d�e±ik�x = Ã�
±e±ik�x, �6�

which may be written in matrix form as

�Ã�−1
+

Ã�−1
−
� = P��A�

+

A�
− � , �7a�

P� = �eik�d� 0

0 e−ik�d�
� . �7b�

The matrix P� is known as the wave propagation matrix.
The iterative application of the scattering and propagation

matrices may be used to solve the general problem of the
scattering by a potential with N wells. The first step is

�A0
+

A0
− � = D0

−1D1�A1
+

A1
− � = D0

−1D1P1D1
−1D2�A2

+

A2
− � , �8�

which may be easily generalized to yield

�A0
+

A0
− � = M�AN+1

+

AN+1
− � , �9�

M = D0
−1��

�=1

N

D�P�D�
−1�DN+1, �10�

which corresponds to the solution of Eq. �1� for a distribution
of N constant potential wells. We state without proof that M
is always a special unitary matrix, that is, det�M�=1, M22

=M11
* , and M12=M21

* . Proofs and further properties may be
found in Ref. 8.

The reflection and transmission coefficients for the scatter-
ing of a particle incoming from the left by the N-well poten-
tial are determined by the coefficients of the matrix M,

�A0
+

A0
− � = �M11 M12

M21 M22
��AN+1

+

0
� . �11�

Because no backward particle can be found on the right side
of the potential, AN+1

− =0. The reflection and transmission co-
efficients are given by

R =
	A0

−	2

	A0
+	2

=
	M21	2

	M11	2
, �12a�

T =
kN+1	AN+1

+ 	2

k0	A0
+	2

=
1

	M11	2
. �12b�

Because V0=VN+1, we have kN+1=k0.
The transfer matrix method may be straightforwardly

implemented in a computer program, making possible the
efficient calculation of the reflection and transmission coef-

ficients of electrons in arbitrary piecewise constant poten-
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tials. In the remainder of this paper, a distribution of poten-
tial wells of the same depth is considered, so V�=−V in the
wells, V�=0 outside them, and V0=VN+1=0.

III. GENERALIZED CANTOR SETS

Generalized Cantor sets13,17 are the result of removing
parts of a finite segment according to an iterative procedure.
The simplest is the triadic Cantor set shown in Fig. 2�a�,
which can be obtained by the following iterative construc-
tion. The zeroth step �s=0� is to consider a segment of unit
length. In the next step �s=1� divide the segment into three
equal parts of length 1/3 and remove the middle part. In
general, at step s there are 2s segments of length 3−s with
2s−1 gaps in between. Step s+1 is obtained by dividing each
of these segments into three parts of length 3−s−1 and remov-
ing the central ones. In Fig. 2�a� only the first four steps are
shown for clarity. Strictly speaking the Cantor set is the limit
of this procedure for s→�, which is composed of points
distributed such that each point lies arbitrarily close to other
points in the set.

The main properties of fractal sets are their self-similarity,
that is, they appear identical or similar at different scales of
magnification, and their fractal dimension, which is a nonin-
teger real number in general. The self-similarity of the triadic
Cantor set is evident from its construction. There are several
inequivalent definitions of the fractal dimension. The simi-
larity dimension, also referred to as the limit capacity, is the
most widely used because it can be computed by simple
procedures such as box counting algorithms.18 For the triadic
Cantor set the similarity dimension is ln 2/ ln 3=0.63093. . .,
because every segment is divided into three parts from which
only two are retained.

The construction of the triadic Cantor set may be general-
ized by dividing each segment into more than three parts
yielding the symmetrical polyadic Cantor fractal sets.19,20

The initiator �step s=0� is again a straight line segment of
unit length. At step s=1 the initiator is replaced by N non-
overlapping copies of the initiator, each one scaled by a fac-
tor ��1. For even N, as shown in Fig. 2�b�, one half of the
copies are placed to the left of the interval and the other half
to its right, each copy being separated by a fixed distance �.
For odd N, not shown in Fig. 2, one copy lies centered in the
interval and the rest are distributed as for even N, that is,
�N /2� copies are placed to the left of the interval and the
other �N /2� copies to its right, where �N /2� is the greatest
integer less than or equal to N /2. At each step of the con-
struction, the generation process is repeated over and over
again for each segment in the previous step.

In general, fractals are not uniquely characterized by their

Fig. 2. First steps of development of �a� triadic and �b� polyadic, N=4,
symmetrical generalized Cantor sets. Black and white regions denote the
potential values −V and 0, respectively. The right plot also shows the defi-
nition of the scale factor � and the lacunarity parameter � characterizing
polyadic Cantor sets.
similarity dimension. The similarity dimension of all poly-
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adic Cantor fractal sets is ln N / ln �−1=−ln N / ln �, which is
independent of the width of the outermost gap � at the first
step. Hence, further measures of the fractal set may be intro-
duced. The simplest such measure is the lacunarity,19 which
may be defined as the deviation of a fractal from transla-
tional invariance.21 Translational invariance is highly scale
dependent because heterogeneous sets at small scales can be
homogeneous on larger scales or vice versa. Lacunarity is a
scale-dependent measure of the heterogeneity �or texture� of
an object, whether or not it is fractal. For the purposes of this
paper a rigorous definition of the mathematical concept of
lacunarity is not necessary, and it is sufficient to consider �
as an indication of the lacunarity of the generalized Cantor
set, as shown in Fig. 3. This parameter is inversely related to
lacunarity �the highest lacunarity is obtained for the mini-
mum value of ��, so it is not a good measure of lacunarity.
However, as in most papers dealing with polyadic Cantor
fractals in physics and engineering applications,20,22 � is cho-
sen as the simplest parameter representing the lacunarity.
Therefore, we will refer to � as the lacunarity parameter.

Symmetrical polyadic Cantor fractals are characterized by
the number of self-similar copies N, the scaling factor �, and
the lacunarity parameter �. The last two parameters must
satisfy certain constraints to avoid overlapping between the
copies. The maximum value of the scaling factor depends on
the value of N, such that 0����max=1/N. For each value
of N and �, there are two extreme values for �. One is �min
=0, see Fig. 3�a�, for which the highest lacunar fractal is
obtained, that is, one with the largest possible gap. For even
N, the central gap has a width of 1−N�, and for odd N, both
large gaps surrounding the central well have a width of �1
−N�� /2. The other extreme value is

�max = 

1 − N�

N − 2
even N

1 − N�

N − 3
odd N ,

�13�

where for even �odd� N two �three� wells are joined together
in the center and the central gap is missing, see Fig. 3�c�. The
width of the N−2 gaps in this case is equal to �max. Thus the
corresponding lacunarity is smaller than that for �=0, but not

Fig. 3. Potential wells for �=0 �a�, �reg �b�, and �max �c� for a polyadic
Cantor set potential with N=4 and s=1.
the smallest one, which is obtained for the most regular dis-
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tribution, where the gaps and wells have the same width at
the first step �s=1� given by

�reg =
1 − N�

N − 1
, �14�

see Fig. 3�b�. Note that 0��reg��max.

IV. CANTOR FRACTAL SUPERLATTICES

We briefly review some elementary concepts of solid-state
physics. In a solid the atomic energy levels evolve into �es-
sentially continuous� energy bands. The valence band is the
highest energy band filled with electrons and the conduction
band is the next higher band �partially empty�. The energy
states between them are not allowed and are referred to as
the band gap, whose width is the band gap energy. When two
materials whose band gap energies are different are sand-
wiched, an attractive potential well is formed for the elec-
trons in the valence band, yielding a quantum well. This
finite potential well is thinner in the growth �say vertical�
direction than in the transverse directions. Therefore the sys-
tem may be considered as a two-dimensional system in the
transverse directions, where electrons behave as a two-
dimensional free electron gas with continuous energy states,
and a one-dimensional finite square well in the growth direc-
tion, where electrons have discrete bound states.

The electrons in the heterostructure do not respond as free
particles when an external force is applied due to the influ-
ence of the regular distribution of the atoms of the semicon-
ductor materials. These effects can be taken into account by
introducing an effective mass that relates the particle motion
to an external force �or potential� without worrying about all
the atomic forces. For example, an electron in the conduction
band of silicon �Si�, germanium �Ge�, and gallium arsenide
�GaAs� responds as if its effective mass is, respectively, 0.98,
1.64, and 0.067 times the �vacuum� electron mass.23 The
transfer matrix method may be applied to the study of the
scattering of electrons by a multiwell piecewise constant po-
tential if the effective mass concept is incorporated.

Superlattices may be periodic, as first suggested by Esaki
and Tsu in 1970, random, or quasiperiodic, depending on the
distribution of the thickness of the alternating layers.4 Semi-
conductor superlattices may be either crystalline or amor-
phous. A typical crystalline device is made by alternating
layers of GaAs and aluminum gallium arsenide �AlxGa1−xAs,
whose crystal composition x may vary between 0 and 1�.
These layers are grown epitaxially, that is, the atoms are in
registry, with a thickness of only a few nanometers. For ex-
ample, for x=0.3 a monolayer of AlxGa1−xAs has a thickness
of 0.28 nm.24 A typical amorphous device is made by alter-
nating layers of amorphous germanium �a-Ge� and amor-
phous silicon �a-Si� deposited on a silicon substrate.12 In
such a case, each layer can have a thickness of less than
1.4 nm with very sharp boundaries.

In Cantor superlattices the distribution of the layers’ thick-
ness along the growth axis is identical to the distribution of
segments and gaps in any finite order approximation to a
polyadic Cantor set. Generalized Cantor superlattices have
been grown experimentally by alternating layers of a-Ge and
a-Si up to the fifth generation of the triadic Cantor set, that
is, 36 �729� elementary layers were used resulting in a total
thickness of 1020.6 nm.12 The experimental results show that

the biggest imperfections, small layer thickness fluctuations
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and interface mixing, mainly influence the peak intensity,
and the relative peak positions are much less affected.12 In
this paper we will neglect the effects due to fabrication im-
perfections to simplify the analysis.

V. RESULTS

The scattering problem for polyadic Cantor sets with vari-
able lacunarity can be solved by the transfer matrix method.
We focus on the influence of the lacunarity on the reflection
coefficient.25 We assume that the lacunarity parameter is con-
tinuous, although in reality it is an integer multiple of the
ratio between the thickness of the monoatomic layers of both
semiconductor materials used in the fabrication process of
the superlattice.

We normalize both the energy and the depth of the poten-
tial wells by their width at the sth step, and let a=L�s, where
L is the length of the initiator. We use the dimensionless
variables

	 = a
�2mE

�
, 	V = a

�2mṼ

�
, �15�

where m is the electron effective mass in the material used

for the Cantor gaps in the superlattice �a-Si in Ref. 12�, Ṽ
=m* V/m, V is the potential at the wells, and m* is the
electron effective mass in the material corresponding to the
Cantor segments �a-Ge in Ref. 12�.

Figure 4 shows the reflection coefficient in decibels
�10 log10 R� for tetradic �N=4� Cantor potential wells with

Fig. 4. Scattering reflection coefficient for the polyadic Cantor prefractal
potentials with �a� s=1 and �b� s=2 with N=4, �=1/7, and 	V=1/2.
s=1 �a� and s=2 �b� for �=1/7 and 	V=1/2. The horizontal
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axis covers the normalized energy 	 from 0 to �
2−	V
2

�3.10, for which R=0, referred to as the first vertical zero
line for reasons to be given in the following. Figure 4 shows
that the reflection spectrum exhibits a characteristic fractal
profile reproducing the self-similarity of the potential distri-
bution. A wide peak at step s is replaced by several narrower
and higher peaks at step s+1. The zeros of the reflection
coefficient shown in Fig. 4 correspond to resonances of the
particle in subsets of wells of the fractal potential. The cor-
relation function of the reflection function with scaled ver-
sions of itself shows its self-similarity as done in Ref. 16 for
triadic Cantor superlattices.

To show that the self-similar behavior of the reflection
coefficient for polyadic Cantor potentials is retained even
when the lacunarity parameter is varied, twist plots20 may be
used. These plots represent the reflection coefficient in deci-
bels as a function of the normalized energy 	 and the la-
cunarity parameter �. Figure 5 shows twist plots for tetradic
�N=4� Cantor potential wells for s=1 �a� and s=2 �b�. In
these plots a linear gray scale was used for the reflection
coefficient, from black for zero values to white for the maxi-
mum value equal to unity. The most noticeable feature of
Fig. 5 is the black lines corresponding to energies at which
the particle transparently tunnels through the fractal potential
wells, that is, for which the reflection coefficient is zero. The

Fig. 5. Twist plots, that is, gray-scale representation of the scattering reflec-
tion coefficient �in decibels� as a function of the normalized energy 	 and
the lacunarity parameter � for the polyadic Cantor prefractal potentials with
�a� s=1 and �b� s=2, for N=4, �=1/7, and 	V=1/2.
horizontal axis covers the first three vertical zeros, that is,
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	� �0,��3
�2−	V
2���0,9.41�. These zeros can be calcu-

lated from first principles as was done for the interference of
light in dielectric fractal superlattices.20

The vertical zeros are located at the values 	� given by

	� = ���
�2 − 	V
2 , � = 1,2, . . . . �16�

These zeros are caused by the bound states of the particle in
each potential well being independent of the lacunarity pa-
rameter. A derivation of Eq. �16� is presented in the appen-
dix. Our normalization of the energy makes the position of
the vertical zeros independent of both the initiator length and
the fractal first step �s=1� as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 also shows that the rescaled reflection coefficient
at step s=1 forms an envelope for the �unscaled� reflection
coefficient at s=2, both structures being self-similar for any
value of �. This result shows that the scattering by polyadic
Cantor fractal potentials has self-similar properties similar to
those reported for triadic Cantor fractal potentials.16

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The pedagogical impact of the introduction of computa-
tional tools as a complementary teaching tool in undergradu-
ate physical courses has been discussed by several authors.26

In quantum mechanics courses the transfer matrix
method6–10 is nearly ideal for assignments in a complemen-
tary computational laboratory, because it can be easily de-
rived from an analysis of tunneling through a rectangular
barrier without discussing more advanced computational
techniques. The transfer matrix method can be applied to
potential barriers of arbitrary shape while retaining a trans-
parent connection to the original rectangular barrier problem.
To further motivate students, interesting potential configura-
tions can be studied. Fractal quantum potentials based on the
Cantor set have been proposed in Ref. 16, where suggestions
on how to use this tool in physics courses are also given. The
inherent beauty of the fractals shown in this paper and a
color presentation of the twist plots are highly motivating for
students.

Our experience is based on using additional lectures and
MATHEMATICA, which our students already know, although
any computational software package or programming lan-
guage can be used for this task. Different aspects of the
model may be assigned to different students or groups of
students and discussions among the students follow naturally
from this approach. Students generally ask for more ad-
vanced tasks on fractals.

For graduate students, the techniques for lacunarity
analysis21 and the comparison of algorithms for the calcula-
tion of the lacunarity in disordered potential distributions27

are possible future research areas.
Because transfer matrix methods can be adapted by anal-

ogy to the propagation of waves in general one-dimensional
quasiperiodic media,28 the present results may be also ap-
plied to acoustics, optics, and vibrating strings. The effect of
lacunarity on the scattering by generalized Cantor media was
first studied in optics,20,22 where the additional degree of
freedom introduced by the lacunarity was used with success
to obtain new physical properties. A detailed study of these
applications, while outside the scope of this paper, would be

a stimulating topic for further study.
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APPENDIX: VERTICAL ZEROS OF THE
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

The vertical zeros shown in the twist plots of Fig. 5 are the
result of bound states of the particle. Using the matrix
method it is easy to calculate their exact positions. For only
one quantum well of width a, we take N=1 in Eq. �9�, with
V0=V2=0, V1=−V, and d1=a. The particle wave number in
the three constant potential regions is

k0 = k2 =
�2mE

�
=

	

a
, �A1a�

k1 =
�2m�E + V�

�
=

�	2 + 	V
2

a
. �A1b�

The total scattering matrix is given by

M = D0
−1D1P1D1

−1D2 = �M11 M12

M21 M22
� , �A2�

which can be calculated to obtain

M11 = M22
* = cos�ak1� + i

k0
2 + k1

2

2k0k1
sin�ak1� , �A3a�

M12 = M21
* = − i

k0
2 − k1

2

2k0k1
sin�ak1� , �A3b�

where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. The ma-
trix M is unitary, with det�M�= 	M11	2+ 	M12	2=1.

Bound states of the particle inside the potential well are
characterized by a zero reflection coefficient,

R =
	M21	2

	M11	2
= 0. �A4�

This condition is equivalent to

sin�ak1� = sin��	2 + 	V
2� = 0, �A5�

having denumerably infinite solutions given by

�	�
2 + 	V

2 = �
, � = 1,2, . . . , �A6�

which results in Eq. �16�.
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